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Agree beforehand with your clients about the session objectives.
Wrap the session design tightly around them. That requires
thinking through, and coming up with a detailed plan.

At the same time, expect participants to behave unexpectedly.
That means getting dip-stick feedback along the way, preparing to
deviate from your plan and course-correcting, if necessary.

It's better to have a plan from which to deviate, rather than have
no plan at all.

A PLAN, AND A PLAN TO DEVIATE

Suspend judgement, actively listen to people, and stay in the
present. Don't bring your pre-conceived notions or agenda to

the table, even as your hold the space for conversations.
 

Project confidence, keep up the energy and engagement levels
of your participants. Every action - be it maintaining the

awkward silence to let the point sink in, or injecting some
humour to re-energise participants - is intentional and 

done in service of your participants. 

THE PRESENT, AND YOUR PRESENCE

You are a key person in the process. So check yourself -
are your biases standing in the way of meaningful
conversations? Are you moody, tired and irritable, which
are affecting participants and the conversations?

Don't impress others with the sophistication of your
facilitation plan. Impress them with your ability to bring
in multiple voices and perspectives into the room. As a
impartial facilitator, it's all about your participants'
views and perspectives, not about yours. 

IT'S ABOUT YOU. AND NOT.

Pay close attention to conversations - what participants are
saying, and what they are not. Reiterate, reframe, revisit

points in service of your participants and the conversations.
 

Close all units of work, don't leave anything or any issue
hanging in the air. Have all decisions been made and tasks
assigned out, before you conclude the session? A decision

not to discuss further or follow-up is a decision and
represents closure. Agreeing to disagree is an agreement.

FOLLOW THROUGH, FOLLOW-UP

GREAT
FACILITATION 
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